
1st dam
Apollo Snowbound SI 96, by Snowbound TB. 2 wins to 3, $4,014, finalist Far West Fut. [R] [G3].

Sister to STARS SNOWBOUND SI 109. Dam of 12 foals of racing age, 8 to race, 8 winners–


**BH INXS** SI 108 (f. by EC Jet One). 2 wins in 3 starts at 2, $343,880, Sam Houston Fut. [G2].

**YIN YOUR EYES** SI 105 (g. by Eye Yin You). 16 wins to 7, $148,068, AQHA Distance Challenge Champ. [G1], Sandy Downs Distance Challenge, Les Bois Distance Chig, 2nd Sandy Downs Distance Challenge, 3rd Bitterroot Futurity [R] [G2], etc, finalist [G1].


**BH Free Drop Billy** SI 106 (g. by Bodacious Dash). 2 wins to 4, 2023, $49,383, 3rd [R] AQRA-Turf Paradise Open Futurity, Desert Classic Derby.


2nd dam
Stars Lady Bug SI 90, by Shawne Bug. 3 wins. Sister to **AR STAR** SI 99. Dam of 7 ROM–

**STARS SNOWBOUND** SI 109 (f. by Snowbound TB). 8 wins in 13 starts to 3, $69,951, AQHA West/SW Challenge Champ. [G2], 2nd Robert Heubeck S., finalist [G1].

Snowbound Lady Bug SI 94 (f. by Snowbound TB). Winner to 3, finalist [G3]. Dam of–

**SW Artemisia** SI 92. 2 wins to 5, $69,815, 2nd Will Rogers Distance Challenge S. [G3], Canterbury Distance Challenge, finalist in Remington Distance Challenge [G2].

3rd dam
**STARS’ APOLLO** SI 100, by Go Win. 10 wins to 3, $19,096, Northern QHRA Futurity, Tumbleweed Futurity, Charlie Russell Futurity, etc. Dam of 18 foals to race, 9 winners–

**AR STAR** SI 99 (Shawne Bug). 7 wins to 3, $163,707, Black Gold Fut. [R] [G1], Okla. Bred Fut. [R] [G3], 2nd Okla. Bred Derby [R] [G3], 3rd Black Gold 440 Fut. [R], finalist [G1].

**NASHVILLE RED** SI 103. 15 wins to 5, $61,625, Western Montana Fair Futurity, etc. Dam of–

**EASTER APOLLO** SI 104. 8 wins to 6, $37,774, Western Montana Fair Derby-NTR. [G3].

Granddam of **MERIT CHENG** SI 94, **Grizzard** SI 94, **Shawne Class** SI 82.

Hafablast SI 99. 6 wins to 3, 2nd Capitol City Fut. Dam of **MINI BLAST** SI 107 ($25,209), **MINI MERITS** SI 103, **Merits Blast Off** SI 97; granddam of **FINELY TUNED** SI 106 ($283,399 [G1]), **MR DEEP POCKETS** SI 104 ($109,718 [G2]), **DAZZLING DEPARTURE** SI 103.


Eligible for California Accreditation; embryo transfer.